Fast Raman chemical imaging of tablets with non-flat surfaces.
A curved area with embossment on an analgesic tablet with three APIs is imaged with a Raman instrument equipped with hardware options that allow for continuous focus adjustment and very fast acquisition of micro-Raman spectra, about sixty spectra per second in this study. Univariate, self-modelling curve resolution, and regression derived images via the pure component spectra are obtained for all three APIs. The quality of the images and reasons for thresholding are discussed, as well as the relation between the histograms of the images and respective thresholds. The univariate image of the API of lowest concentration (caffeine) is found to be most affected by the Raman signal of the more abundant components, which is much less noticeable in the multivariate images. Particle size analysis is conducted on the thresholded caffeine images only, as the other two components are too abundant for such type of analysis. Depending on the method used for imaging, the area coverage for caffeine varies from 1% in univariate to 4% in regression images.